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Unfortunately the revisions required for this manuscript are sufficient enough to warrant it being rejected. The Referees and I have left significant comments we believe are necessary to address in a revised manuscript, as well as correction of what appears to be a significant error in the calculation of the ozone correction (see Referee ‘s report). Upon addressing these concerns I encourage you to resubmit the manuscript.

My comments on the initial submission follow.

I don't think the level of scholarship in this version of the manuscript is sufficient, as some similar and significant previous Rayleigh lidar work with significant overlap to this manuscript is not discussed. In my References below are two very important papers for you to discuss and compare your results. The Leblanc et al work is a detailed assessment of the traditional analysis and has detailed uncertainty calculations you should refer to in your work. The Sica and Haefele work describes an optimal estimation based method for retrieving temperature. One advantage of this method is issues like SNR cutoffs are defined quantitatively by the retrieval and don't requiring guessing about SNR like in the traditional method.

The other reference papers are a few selected works my group has done on gravity waves using the Purple Crow Lidar which should be cited and discussed. There have been other significant studies with higher power Rayleigh and sodium lidar systems you should discuss as well; I leave it to you to track these down.

Minor comments on the submission.
Line 83: you should write background as B(z); if you require a simplifying assumption it could be then assumed constant, but it is not constant in general on many systems.

line 86: typo, "E.g." starts a sentence instead of continues the sentence.

bottom of page 5: if I read what you are doing correctly you are using a temperature consistent as opposed to a density consistent seed; in other words in the former case you take a seed temperature and in the later you normalize the density to be consistent with the assumed temperature (because pressure is what is relevant). Perhaps you could make
this point clearer to the reader and explain why you picked it?

line 422: you don't mention your result is only true for non-paralyzable system, why are paralyzable systems not discussed? Please include both, and if you want to only discuss one say why.
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